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The Glorious Corner: Bobby Whitlock at B.B. Kings, 
Chicago in Times Square, RIP Anita Pallenberg, Robert 
Miller’s Project Grand Slam , The PGS Experience and 
More! 
	  

	  
	  
WHITLOCK REIGNS — I knew Bobby Whitlock was going to be good at B.B. 
King’s last night, but I couldn’t have predicated just how joyous a ride it would be. 
Playing almost the entire Lalya album (the holy grail of rock albums for sure) 
Whitlock, fired up and with an almost eerie energy, was just a dynamo onstage. 
With his wife Coco Carmel –who was married to Delaney Bramlett for a time- and 
guitarist Ricky Byrd (the original guitarist for Joan Jett) on just a stellar-guitar 
(very Clapton and Harrison for sure) it was just a sensational show. Opening with 
“Anyday” and ending with “Layla,” Whitlock had the crowd in the palm of his hand 
from the moment he stepped onstage. His Clapton and Harrison stories were 
great, although I had hoped he might play something from the iconic All Things 
Must Pass album. “Got To Get Better In A Little While” and “Why Does Love Got 
To Be So Sad” just stellar as well. He also performed “Bell Bottom Blues,” which 
he revealed Clapton had officially added his name as writer recently; certainly 
edging up Whitlock’s bank account. Coco, besides being a great visual to his 
whole show, was a riveting presence as well; with a sultry vocal prowess and 
some great chops on guitar. Together, they are a very impressive duo in a very, 



real Delaney & Bonnie way. I well remember Bobby’s first two solos albums back 
in the day, Bobby Whitlock and Raw Velvet and while he didn’t do anything from 
that, he and Coco performed one of her numbers which was just terrific. It wasn’t 
a huge crowd for Bobby, but a reverent one for sure. One of the best shows I’ve 
seen this year. Bravo! 
	  


